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Abstract Atomistic simulations have progressively attracted attention in the
study of physical-chemical properties of innovative nanomaterials. GROMACS and
LAMMPS are currently the most widespread open-source software for molecular
dynamics simulations thanks to their good flexibility, numerous functionalities and
responsive community support. Nevertheless, the very different formats adopted
for input and output files are limiting the possibility to transfer GROMACS simulations to LAMMPS. In this article we present GRO2LAM, a modular and opensource Python 2 code for rapidly translating input files and parameters from GROMACS to LAMMPS format. The robustness of the tool has been assessed by comparing the simulation results obtained by GROMACS and LAMMPS, after the
format conversion by GRO2LAM. Specifically, three nanoscale configurations of
interest in both engineering and biomedical fields are studied, namely a carbon
nanotube, an iron oxide nanoparticle, and a protein immersed in water. In perspective, GRO2LAM may be the first step to achieve a full interoperability between
molecular dynamics software. This would allow to easily exploit their complementary potentialities and post-processing functionalities. Moreover, GRO2LAM could
facilitate the cross-check of simulation results, guaranteeing the reproducibility of
molecular dynamics models and testing their robustness.
Keywords Reproducibility · Molecular Dynamics · GROMACS · LAMMPS ·
Conversion

1 Introduction
Nanostructured materials are nowadays at the frontier of innovation in a broad
variety of industries, spanning from engineering [1–6] to biomedical [7–10] fields.
However, the design of nanostructured materials often encounters challenges linked
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to the prediction of their macroscopic properties on the bases of geometrical, physical and chemical material’s parameters. The progressive improvement of the computational capabilities together with the speed-up of the most recent high performance computing have enhanced the role of modelling in the rational design of
nanostructured materials.
Several computational methods are typically used to investigate and guide the
design of innovative materials, for example: the numerical solution of Navier-Stokes
equations and Fourier’s law (macroscale), the numerical solution of Boltzmann
transport equation (mesoscale), the integration of Newton’s law at the atomistic
scale (nanoscale), and combinations thereof [11–17]. In particular, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations offer a suitable platform both to describe nanoscale
phenomena, for instance heat and mass transport mechanisms at solid-liquid interface [18–20], and to estimate macroscopic properties, such as thermal conductivity and viscosity [21–23]. The first MD studies were developed by Alder and
Wainwright [24] in the fifties and by Rahman [25] in the sixties. Thanks to the
Pantagruelian progress in the software and hardware industry, MD has then become a powerful tool to provide new physical and chemical insights at molecular
level, therefore assisting the rational design of nanostructured materials.
Among the many numerical codes developed to perform atomistic simulations [26–28], GROMACS [29] and LAMMPS [30] are open-source software that
are attracting particular interest in the scientific community, because of their good
flexibility, numerous functionalities and responsive community support. Both software have been developed to numerically integrate a set of coupled differential
equations (Newton’s law) describing the trajectory of each atom. Although these
software all share the same methodology, they have been implemented and optimized to reach different goals, leading to the birth of a large variety of architectures and structures. For example, while GROMACS is particularly suitable
for modelling soft matter and biological systems, like proteins and lipid bilayers,
LAMMPS has several advantages in simulating hard matter, such as metals and
semiconductors. As a result, the two MD codes manage different tools and force
fields according to their own needs. For instance, Tersoff [31] and COMPASS [32]
force fields are implemented in LAMMPS, while they are not available in GROMACS. In addition, the growing request of reproducibility of the simulation data
encourages the scientific community to validate models and results by using different MD platforms. With this background in mind, it seems very much convenient
to easily convert input files and parameters from one format to another, according
to the specific requirements of users. Some preliminary attempts for the translation
of MD files between specific formats have been recently developed, for example the
TopoGromacs [33], MDWiZ [34], DL FIELD [35, 36], ParmEd, and InterMol [37]
tools. However, we are still far from achieving a general transferability among
different MD engines by means of a fully-flexible, user-friendly and open-source
code.
In this article, we present a Python 2 program, GRO2LAM, whose aim is to
convert MD input files from one format to another. The algorithm, freely available on the open-source platform GitHub 1 under the MIT license, is designed to
deal with a potential multitude of MD engines, software versions, force fields and
simulation parameters. In the first release, GRO2LAM automates the conversion
1
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of data and input files from GROMACS to LAMMPS, two of the most employed
MD software. The code has been developed in a modular way, in order to facilitate
the addition of functionalities tailored to the user’s needs. Moreover, an intuitive
Graphical User Interface (GUI) guides the users through the whole conversion
process until the creation and run of the LAMMPS data and input files. Finally,
the converter has been validated using study cases of particular interest in both
engineering and biomedical fields.

2 Methods
2.1 Overall structure
The algorithm presented in this article is implemented as an open-source Python
2 code compatible with Linux operating systems, and it converts an input MD
setup from the GROMACS to the LAMMPS format. The ultimate objective is
to realize an extendible open code, which could be upgraded to include a broader
variety of MD systems and software.
The GRO2LAM algorithm is supported by a GUI organized into three main
sections: (i) Data file creation, (ii) Input file creation, and (iii) Running LAMMPS
simulations (see the overall flow chart in Fig. 1). In the current release, the algorithm first creates the LAMMPS data file by importing from GROMACS the
information concerning the atom types, including masses and partial charges, the
force field parameters (bonded and non-bonded interactions), and the coordinates
of atoms. Second, a collection of input parameters, both extracted from GROMACS files and set by the user, is translated into the LAMMPS input file. Finally,
advanced input settings can be selected to tailor the desired molecular dynamics
setup and to run the simulation in LAMMPS.
In the following sub-sections, a detailed description of GRO2LAM is presented
and the main steps of the algorithm explained.
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of the GRO2LAM code.

2.2 Functionalities
2.2.1 Data file creation
An intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI), organized in three windows, guides
the user towards a complete conversion of the input files from GROMACS to
LAMMPS format. The Data File Creation window is employed to load the GROMACS input files and convert the geometry and force field information into the
LAMMPS data file (see Fig. 2). Specifically, the atom coordinates and the simulation box size are imported from the *.gro file, while atom types, masses and
partial charges are read from the *.top file. The whole force field folder with the
relative files can be automatically loaded by the autoload button; alternatively,
the force field files can be also provided by the user one by one.
The bond, angle and dihedral potential parameters are taken from the *.itp
file including bonded coefficients. In particular, the current version of GRO2LAM
can handle the following potentials:
–
–
–
–

Bond potential: harmonic and Morse.
Angle potential: harmonic and Urey-Bradley.
Proper dihedral potential: harmonic, Fourier and Ryckaert-Bellemans.
Improper dihedral potential: harmonic.

It is worth noticing that the harmonic constants in LAMMPS format (kLAM M P S )
already include the usual 1/2 factor; thus, both bond and angle coefficients from
GROMACS (kGROM ACS ) are converted as:
kLAM M P S =

kGROM ACS
.
2

(1)

To model van der Waals interactions, GRO2LAM reads from the standard
GROMACS force field file (forcefield.itp) whether a 12-6 Lennard-Jones or a
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Buckingham potential [38] should be utilized. The 12-6 Lennard-Jones interaction
(VLJ ) can be imported in the typical form:
" 
 6 #
12
σ
σ
,
(2)
VLJ (rij ) = 4
−
rij
rij
where rij is the distance between i-th and j-th atoms, σ and  are the LennardJones parameters imported from the specific *.itp file including non-bonded coefficients. The code is also capable of handling the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential
in the A, B form, namely
VLJ (rij ) =

A
B
12 − r 6 ,
rij
ij

(3)

1

where σ = (A/B) 6 and  = B/4σ 6 . The Buckingham potential (VBU ) is instead
implemented as:
D
VBU (rij ) = Ce−rij /ρ − 6 ,
(4)
rij
where the energy term C, the distance term ρ and the D coefficient are parameters
specified in the non-bonded *.itp file.
In the Data File Creation window, the user can also choose the desired atom
style to be implemented in LAMMPS (see Fig. 2). Such information regards the
force field structure used during the molecular dynamics simulations. For example,
the atomic style may be selected to implement only van der Waals interactions;
the angle style should be used to consider both van der Waals interactions and
bond and angle potentials; while the full style should be set to include van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions in combination with bond, angle and dihedrals
potentials. If full style is chosen as input option, the intermolecular electrostatic
term (VCoul ) is implemented as:
VCoul (rij ) =

1 qi qj
,
4π0 r rij

(5)

where qi and qj are the charges of the i-th and j-th atoms, respectively, 0 is the
vacuum permittivity and r the relative permittivity. Further options of atom style
are also available in GRO2LAM (see the LAMMPS manual for additional details).
Finally, we specify that – in the current version of GRO2LAM – only three-points
water models, e.g. SPC, SPC/E [39] or TIP3P, can be treated.
After importing all information about geometry and force field, GRO2LAM
writes the LAMMPS data file.
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Fig. 2 Screenshot of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) in GRO2LAM. The Data File Creation window is reported.

2.2.2 Input file creation and run
Once the creation of the data file is completed, GRO2LAM automatically opens
the Input File Creation window, which contains the main settings for running the
MD simulation in LAMMPS (see Fig. 3).
First, all information previously collected in the data file are loaded, while
the desired time step of integration can be defined through the GUI. Moreover, a
default periodic boundary condition along x, y, and z directions is implemented and
translated in the input file. In the Input File Creation window, the user manages
the relevant parameters describing the statistical ensembles to be adopted during
the simulation, namely:
– NVE ensemble, where the number of time steps is required;
– NVT ensemble, where the number of time steps, the system temperature ramp,
and the damping factor should be set;
– NPT ensemble, where both the temperature and pressure with the respective
damping factors are asked [22].
The Advanced setting icon, found in the Input File Creation window (see Fig.
3), can be manually selected by the user to complete the writing process of the
input file. Here, GRO2LAM allows to define the order of MD simulations to be
performed in the previously defined statistical ensembles. It is worth noting that,
in the NPT and NVT ensembles, Nose-Hoover thermostat [40, 41] and ParrinelloRahman barostat [42] are chosen by default; whereas, Verlet velocity algorithm
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is considered for integrating the equations of motion. Although such settings are
implemented by default, simple modifications of the Python 2 code can be applied
in order to customize the converter to the user’s needs. For instance, the user
can implement additional thermostatting or barostatting options by changing the
write lammps input function in the lammps.py file. Moreover, the GUI allows to
fix simulation parameters such as the cut-off radius for the pairwise interactions,
the long-range interaction solver with the relative error, and the update of neighbouring searching algorithm. The desired Lennard-Jones mixing rules (arithmetic,
geometric, or sixth-power), and the coefficient for the 1-4 pair interactions can be
specified within the Advanced settings window. Note that, the default options for
the latter parameters are imported from the standard GROMACS forcefield.itp
file loaded in the previous step, and the user is informed by a warning message
that any manual modification of them would alter the simulation conditions with
respect to the original files.
Finally, the creation of input file can be completed by adding position restraints and constraints. Particularly, the user can set both harmonic restraints to
specific groups of atoms in the selected simulation step, as well as bond and angle
constraints according to the SHAKE algorithm [43].
The third window in the GUI of GRO2LAM is dedicated to automatically run
the input file created in the previous steps (see Fig. 4). The option to select the
number of computational cores for running the simulation is also provided in this
window. Note that, before launching the MD simulation, the user should take care
of the installation of the LAMMPS software on the local machine.
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Fig. 3 Screenshot of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) in GRO2LAM. The Input File Creation and the related Advanced settings windows are reported.

Fig. 4 Screenshot of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) in GRO2LAM. The Run window is
reported.
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3 Results
In this section we present three MD study cases used to validate GRO2LAM:
a Carbon Nanotube (CNT), an Iron Oxide Nanoparticle (IONP), and a protein
solvated in a water box. First, molecular dynamics simulations of these setups
are carried out using GROMACS; second, GRO2LAM is employed to convert the
GROMACS input files into LAMMPS input files (processing time: less than one
second); third, MD simulations of the converted setups are performed in LAMMPS.
Finally, the results obtained from the two MD engines are compared to assess the
robustness of the format conversion process. To be consistent with the most known
conversion software in the literature [34,37], the validation of GRO2LAM has been
based on the comparison of the mean energies computed in the LAMMPS and
GROMACS runs. For the sake of completeness, a quantitative text comparison of
the input files with the converted ones is also carried out for the analysed cases.

3.1 Carbon nanotube
CNTs find many applications in biomedical and engineering fields [44–47]. The
system studied here consists of a single-walled CNT made up of 480 carbon atoms,
which is solvated in 1561 molecules of SPC/E water [39]. The initial configuration
is built in GROMACS, and it is represented in Fig. 5.
Since the objective of the analysis is mainly related to assess the robustness of
the conversion algorithm, here we model carbon bonds by a simplified harmonic
potential, which has a uniform C-C equilibrium distance of 0.142 nm and a single
energy constant of 478900 kJ/mol/nm2 [48]. Moreover, we consider an equilibrium
angle of 120° with harmonic constant equal to 562.2 kJ/mol/rad2 for all C-CC angles and neglect all dihedrals. Finally, Lennard-Jones parameters of carbon
atoms are set to σ = 0.355 nm and  = 0.292 kJ/mol, while partial charges are set
to zero [48]. The bond length and angle of water molecules are constrained with
the SHAKE algorithm [43]. Water-water electrostatic interactions are modelled by
Coulomb potential, with the long-range term computed by either Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME, GROMACS implementation [49]) or Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh
(PPPM, LAMMPS implementation [50]) methods. Although the electrostatic longrange interactions are computed by different approaches, we expect to observe no
relevant differences among the energy values computed by the two MD software,
since PME method is simply an extension of PPPM one. A quantitative indication
of the relative error in the electrostatic energy computed with the two methods
has been detailed elsewhere [37]. The cut-off radius of non-bonded interactions is
set to 1.3 nm, while the skin distance of neighbours to 0.1 nm. Periodic boundary
conditions are applied along all box directions.
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Fig. 5 Frontal view in the xy plane of the simulated single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT) in
water. The image has been created by VMD software [26] with the following color code: cyan,
carbon atoms; red, oxygen atoms; white, hydrogen atoms.

First, the above mentioned input details are summarized in GROMACS topology and force field files, then GRO2LAM is used to generate the data and input
files compatible with LAMMPS format, and finally the same MD simulation protocol is performed with both software separately. Specifically, the solvated system is first energy minimized using a steepest descent algorithm. Atomic velocities are then initialized according to Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 300 K.
Positions of carbon atoms are restrained by a harmonic potential with constant
k = 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 , and the system is equilibrated in two different stages: i)
100 ps of NVT thermalization at 300 K using the Berendsen thermostat with 0.1 ps
time constant; ii) 50 ps of isothermal-isobaric (NPT) equilibration, using the NoseHoover thermostat (T = 300 K and 0.2 ps time constant) and Parrinello-Rahman
barostat (p = 1 bar and 2 ps time constant). After these equilibration steps, restraints are removed from carbon atoms and the MD simulation is continued up
to 150 ps in the NPT ensemble (1 fs time step).
The last 100 ps of MD trajectories obtained by both software are post-processed
in Matlab® to extract energies. Figure 6 shows the energy ratios (RatioE ) as a
function of simulation time, which are obtained as
RatioE =

ELAM M P S
,
EGROM ACS

(6)

where ELAM M P S and EGROM ACS are either bonded or non-bonded potential energies computed in LAMMPS and GROMACS, respectively. In particular, the top
panels in Fig. 6 show angle (Eang ) and bond (Ebon ) interaction energies; whereas,
bottom plots refer to van der Waals (EvdW ) and Coulomb (ECoul ) interaction
energies. Note that the total energy is the summation of the following terms:
Etot = Ekin + Eang + Ebon + EvdW + ECoul ,

(7)
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Fig. 6 Ratio between the energies of the solvated carbon nanotube obtained by LAMMPS
and GROMACS simulations. Top panels (from left to right): energy given by angle (Eang )
and bond (Ebon ) interaction potentials. Bottom panel (from left to right): energy given by van
der Waals (EvdW ) and Coulomb (ECoul ) interaction potentials.

being Ekin the kinetic energy and
ECoul = ECoulSR + ECoulLR .

(8)

In the latter equation, ECoul is the overall energy due to electrostatic interactions,
which can be in turn split into short-range (ECoulSR ) and long-range (ECoulLR )
Coulomb interactions.
The reported results show a good agreement between the energies computed
by GROMACS and LAMMPS, with oscillations around the unit ratio due to the
stochastic nature of velocity initialisation in MD simulations. In addition, we found
that the average of total energy ratio (RatioE,tot , where Etot is given by Eq. (7))
is equal to 1.01. Considering the different algorithms used to evaluate long-range
interactions, the obtained results confirm the robustness of the GRO2LAM converter. Furthermore, the consistency of conversion is also verified by quantitatively comparing the main characteristics of input files (i.e. GROMACS original
vs. LAMMPS conversion), as detailed in Tab. 1 in Appendix 2.
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Fig. 7 Snapshot of the iron oxide nanoparticle solvated in water. The image has been created
using the VMD software [26]. For the sake of clarity, water molecules at z > zmax /2 (zmax =
7 nm) have been hidden in the current visualization. Color code: cyan, magnetite atoms; red,
oxygen atoms; white, hydrogen atoms.

3.2 Iron oxide nanoparticle
The second test case deals with the equilibrium MD simulation of an iron oxide nanoparticle (IONP) in water. This setup is of particular interest because
IONP are currently studied for both diagnostic and therapeutic biomedical applications [9]. For example, these nanoparticles can assist hyperthermia treatments,
which – when used together with radiotherapy and chemotherapy – have shown
exceptional results in killing breast cancer, melanoma, head tumours, cervix cancer and glioblastom [51]. In fact, thanks to their magnetic properties, IONPs can
be accumulated in a specific tissue and then heated up by magnetic field, therefore
inducing a localized heat transfer only in the target region of hyperthermia [52].
The IONP investigated here is made of magnetite (Fe3 O4 , 413 atoms), and
it is solvated in a box of 11200 SPC/E water molecules. The dimensions of the
simulation box are 7 nm × 7 nm × 7 nm, and the surface of nanoparticle presents
hydroxyl groups [48]. The whole system includes 10 atom types, 8 bond types and
17 angle types (see Tab. 2 in Appendix 3). The energy minimization step has been
realized similarly to the previous CNT simulation. Figure 7 shows a snapshot of
the system after energy minimization.
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Fig. 8 Ratios between the energies of the solvated iron oxide nanoparticle obtained from
GROMACS and LAMMPS simulations. Top panels (from left to right): energy given by angle
Eang and bond Ebon interaction potentials. Bottom panel (from left to right): energy given
by van der Waals EvdW and Coulomb ECoul interaction potentials.

To decrease the complexity of the test case, we decided to set all the bond and
angle harmonic constants to 400000 kJ/mol/nm2 and 400 kJ/mol/rad2 , respectively. In Tab. 3 and Tab. 4 in Appendix 3, the considered equilibrium bond lengths
and angles are shown, according to the crystal structure of the magnetite [48].
Non-bonded interactions are modelled by Lennard-Jones and Coulomb potentials,
whose parameters are reported in Tab. 2 in Appendix 3 [48]. The protocol adopted
for the MD simulation of the solvated IONP is the same one described in the CNT
case study: both GROMACS and LAMMPS simulation results are compared to
assess the effectiveness of GRO2LAM in converting data and input files.
The results obtained from the two MD engines are separately post-processed,
and the ratios between the energies measured in GROMACS and LAMMPS simulations are shown in Fig. 8. For the iron oxide nanoparticle, we found that the
average of the total energy ratio (RatioE,tot ) is equal to 1.06. The accurate matching between the computed energies demonstrates once again the robustness of the
GRO2LAM conversion, as also proved by the quantitative comparison of input
files characteristics reported in Tab. 1 in Appendix 2.
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3.3 Lysozyme protein
The third study case includes the conversion of a solvated protein, namely Lysozyme
in water. The protein geometry has been downloaded from the RCSB of the Protein Data Bank (https://www.wwpdb.org/) [53] (1AKI), and the topology has
been completed by including the OPLS-AA force field [54]. The Lysozyme has
been solvated in a box of water, where solvent molecules are described by SPC/E
model [39]. To achieve the electrostatic neutrality of the system, ions are added before minimizing the energy. The resulting configuration of the solvated protein and
the related force field files have been provided to GRO2LAM for the conversion.
A snapshot of the Lysozyme in water is reported in Fig. 9.
Once the data and input files are obtained, two parallel MD simulations have
been carried out in GROMACS and LAMMPS, respectively. Specifically, a single
simulation step of 100 ps has been performed to equilibrate the system in the
canonical ensemble (v-rescale thermostat on both water and protein at 300 K).
During the equilibration, the protein atoms have been restrained with a harmonic
potential. The production run has been carried out for 40 ps in NVT ensemble by
applying a Nose-Hoover thermostat [40, 41] at 300 K. Electrostatic and van der
Waals interactions are modelled with Coulomb and LJ potential according to the
parameters defined in the OPLS-AA force field. During the production run, the
restraints are removed from protein’s atoms.

Fig. 9 Snapshot of the Lysozyme protein (PDB ID: 1AKI) solvated in water. The image
has been created using the VMD software [26]. For the sake of clarity, water molecules at
z > zmax /2 (zmax = 7 nm) have been hidden in the current visualization. Color code: cyan,
protein; red, oxygen atoms; white, hydrogen atoms.

The results obtained from the two MD engines are separately post-processed,
and the ratios between the energies measured in GROMACS and LAMMPS simulations are shown in Fig. 10. The accurate matching between the computed en-
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ergies demonstrates once again the robustness of the GRO2LAM conversion. The
consistency of conversion is also verified by quantitatively comparing the main
characteristics of input files, as reported in Tab. 1 in Appendix 2.

Fig. 10 Ratios between the energies of the solvated Lysozyme obtained from GROMACS and
LAMMPS simulations. Top panels (from left to right): energy given by angle Eang and bond
Ebon interaction potentials. Bottom panel (from left to right): energy given by van der Waals
EvdW and Coulomb ECoul interaction potentials.

4 Discussion
GROMACS and LAMMPS are emerging as the most complete, flexible and widely
used open-source software to carry out atomistic simulations. However, the incompatibility between the different formats of their input files and parameters is still
limiting a fast and reliable transferability of the simulations from one software to
the other. Moreover, the complexity and the management of different input files
strongly demotivate the integrated use of the two software. The possibility to easily transfer geometry, force field and simulation parameters from GROMACS to
LAMMPS format is in fact desirable to fully exploit the complementary simulation protocols and post-processing functionalities implemented in the two software.
The perspective improvement of the interoperability between MD platforms will
help data reproducibility and independence of the simulation results. Additionally, a strong communication between GROMACS and LAMMPS would benefit
the connection between scientists from different communities, such as bioinformatics, engineers and material scientists. This added value would differentiate
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GRO2LAM from previous translation software, which were mainly focused on
biomaterials [33, 37].
GRO2LAM is a modular Python 2 code, supported by a clear and intuitive
GUI, able to translate input files and parameters from GROMACS to LAMMPS
format. The aim of the code is to build the core of an extendible open-source software, which can be successively upgraded to include a broader variety of molecular
dynamics setups and force fields. While its modular structure allows future upgrades and extensions, the current release of GRO2LAM comes with the following
features:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

conversion from GROMACS (version 5) to LAMMPS;
three-points water models;
ions;
Coulomb, 12-6 Lennard-Jones and Buckingham non-bonded interactions;
harmonic and Morse bond potentials;
harmonic and Urey-Bradley angle potentials;
periodic, Fourier and Ryckaert-Bellemans proper dihedral potentials;
harmonic improper dihedral potentials;
integration with standard GROMACS force fields, e.g. OPLS-AA [54].

5 Conclusions
In this article we have presented GRO2LAM, a Python 2 software with an intuitive graphical user interface that automates the porting of input and data files
between two of the most commonly used molecular dynamics software: GROMACS
and LAMMPS. After importing the data from GROMACS input files, the code
generates the molecular dynamics data and input files in the LAMMPS format.
The robustness of GRO2LAM has been verified by three molecular dynamics test
cases of interest in both biomedical and engineering fields: a carbon nanotube, an
iron oxide nanoparticle, and a protein in water. First, MD simulations have been
performed using GROMACS; then, input files have been converted by GRO2LAM;
finally, MD simulations have been carried out in LAMMPS. Results showed a good
agreement between the energies obtained by the two different molecular dynamics
software, proving the robustness of the GRO2LAM conversion. A quantitative text
comparison between the original (GROMACS) and converted (LAMMPS) input
files further proved the correctness of the conversion.
The GRO2LAM package is extremely user friendly, modular, open-source and
easy to be modified and extended to further MD setups, such as proteins and
biosystems. In perspective, GRO2LAM would allow to easily exploit the complementary simulation protocols and post-processing functionalities of different
molecular dynamics software. The interoperability across different MD platforms
will facilitate the reproducibility of simulation data obtained with different codes
and algorithms.
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Appendix 1: Installation guide
The following instructions pertain to the download and installation of the latest
version of GRO2LAM:
1. Download the latest version of GRO2LAM from:
https://github.com/hernanchavezthielemann/GRO2LAM
2. Extract the downloaded version in the GRO2LAM folder;
3. Execute the setup file;
4. Execute the run script.
Equivalently, the following sequence of bash commands can be used:
– $ wget https :// github . com / hernanchavezthielemann /
GRO2LAM / archive /27 ene19 . zip
– $ unzip 27 ene19 . zip
– $ cd GRO2LAM -27 ene19
– $ python setup
– $ ./ run
Notice that the name of the installation zip file may change with the current
version of GRO2LAM, which should be always checked at the related GitHub page
before starting the installation.
Alternatively, the user could also copy and paste the following command in the
bash console and execute it, and this will download and execute the latest version
of GRO2LAM all at once:
– $ wget https :// raw . githubusercontent . com /
hernanchavezthielemann / utils / master / grotolam /
G2L_installer && bash G2L_installer
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Appendix 2: Comparison of input files characteristics

Atoms
Non-water atoms
Oxygen atoms
Water molecules
Bonds
Angles
Dihedrals
VdW pot. types
Stretch pot. types
Angle pot. types
Dihedral pot. types
Overall charge

CNT in water
GROMACS
LAMMPS
original
converted
5163
5163
480
480
1561
1561
1561
1561
3830
3830
2953
2953
708
708
5
5
6
6
13
13
23
23
0
0

IONP in water
GROMACS
LAMMPS
original
converted
34013
34013
413
413
11200
11200
11200
11200
23038
23038
13111
13111
554
554
13
13
14
14
28
28
78
78
0
0

PROTEIN in water
GROMACS
LAMMPS
original
converted
33876
33876
1968
1968
10821
10821
10636
10636
1984
1984
3547
3547
5187
5187
813
813
300
300
929
929
1202
1202
0
0

Table 1 Consistency check between input files from GROMACS and files converted into
LAMMPS language by GRO2LAM, for the CNT, IONP and PROTEIN study cases. The
number of atoms, non-water atoms, etc. are reported, as well as the overall charge of the
simulation box. For the case of protein, the vdW, stretch, angle and dihedral potential types
refer to the whole OPLS-AA force field, which is entirely converted by GRO2LAM. The overall
charge for the solvated protein is considered after ion neutralization.

Appendix 3: Force field for iron oxide nanoparticle

Atom type

σ[nm]

[kJ/mol]

q [e]

H
Fe2
Fe3
FeS2
FeS3
OFe
OHF2
OHF3

0.00
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.38
0.38
0.38

0.00
24.94
24.94
24.94
24.94
5.34
5.34
5.34

0.40
0.00
0.00
1.21
-1.13
0.00
-1.61
-1.13

Table 2 Non-bonded parameters of iron oxide nanoparticles [48]: σ and  are used to describe
the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential, while q (expressed in terms of elementary charge) to compute
the Coulomb interactions. The atom types are defined as: H, hydrogen atom in the surface
hydroxyl groups; OHF2 and OHF3, oxygen atoms in the surface hydroxyl groups; OFe, oxygen
atom in the magnetite core; Fe2 and Fe3, divalent and trivalent iron atoms in the magnetite
core, respectively; FeS2 and FeS3, divalent and trivalent iron atoms on the magnetite surface,
respectively.
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Bond type

L[nm]

Fe2 - OFe
Fe3 - OFe
FeS2 - OFe
FeS3 - OFe
FeS2 - OHF2
FeS3 - OHF3
H - OHF2
H - OHF3

0.188
0.206
0.188
0.206
0.189
0.206
0.096
0.096

Table 3 Equilibrium distances (L) of the bond interaction potentials adopted in the iron
oxide nanoparticle simulations [48].

Angle type
OFe - Fe2 - OFe
OFe - Fe3 - OFe
OFe - FeS2 - OFe
OFe - FeS3 - OFe
OHF2 - FeS2 - OFe
OHF3 - FeS3 - OFe
OHF2 - FeS2 - OHF2
OHF3 - FeS3 - OHF3
Fe2 - OFe - Fe3
Fe2 - OFe - FeS3
FeS2 - OFe - Fe3
FeS2 - OFe - FeS3
Fe3 - OFe - Fe3
FeS3 - OFe - Fe3
FeS3 - OFe - FeS3
FeS2 - OHF2 - H
FeS3 - OHF3 - H

θ [deg]
110.0
87.4
109.0
87.6
110.0
92.3
109.0
87.6
124.0
124.0
124.0
124.0
92.4
92.1
92.0
129.0
129.0

Table 4 Equilibrium angles (θ) of the angle interaction potentials adopted in the iron oxide
nanoparticle simulations [48].
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